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breaks from Rome has taken the first step on a road that ends with the rejection of Christianity. One cannot argue with people who think in centuries and particularly in future centuries. But one can recognize the peculiar perils of Protestantism: they were underrated by Laud's contemporaries, who felt that political oppression of Papists and envenomed denunciations of Rome would preserve them from reconquest, and were unconscious of the opposite danger—the possibility that the great message of Christianity might be so confused with dialectic, so watered down to suit individual tastes, as to be powerless in a later generation. Laud thought in a more disciplined, perhaps a narrower way; we are in violent reaction to his ideas to-day, and can see little except the failure of their exponents to adjust themselves to the pressure of modern problems; but they are worth examination in the light of different conditions.
It is sometimes forgotten how far back his roots stretched. His father could probably remember Reading as a mere adjunct to a great monastery. He himself lived thirty years under Elizabeth. He went up to an Oxford resounding with barren disputes between cliques of self-satisfied Calvinists. While Sublapsarian argued with Superlapsarian and agreed only in denouncing the Scarlet Woman of Rome, the bishopric of Oxford was unfilled, and my Lord Essex pocketed its revenues. The English Church had reformed doctrine; but while Rome reformed these incidental abuses that had brought the Reformation to a head, England was full of ruinous churches, drunken and loose-living parsons; the poor could not understand theological controversy, and their souls were being lost by sheer slackness and corruption. It was to be the cardinal error of Laud's life that he always identified slackness and corruption with all forms of religious dispute and all revolt from orthodox Anglican doctrine. He never understood the later Puritans: he knew there was much that was merely lazy and stupid in their dislike for ceremony; he

